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472ML METAL CUTTING FLUID XTRA-THICK & XTRA-FOAMY BY TAP

MAGIC

The extreme performance heavyweight champion for hard

metals â€“ inconel, titanium, stainless...any metal up to 45

Rockwell hardness! Virtually eliminates work hardening.

Clinging action means it stays with the tool for deep cuts on

heavy gauge materials and for lathe and mill work because it

isn't prone to slinging off. Also available in 12 oz aerosol:

Xtra-Foamy!

A high-visibility, foaming action cutting fluid with the

proprietary additive EP-X  ® for extreme performance on the

hardest metals â€“ even those up to 45 RC. The high-visibility

foam allows you to conveniently gauge application rate and

fluid presence. Clinging action stays with the tool longer.

Eliminates work hardening. With the added power of EP-X ,

our extra foamy cutting fluid gives you high visibility on the

most difficult metals and applications. Even if you're cutting

into stainless, titanium, inconel, or other extremely difficult

metals, you'll still have the precise cutting provided by Tap

Magic. Applications Highly effective for drilling, tapping,

milling - all cuts on all metals. Especially suited for: â€¢ Cuts

on hard metals such as inconel, titanium, and stainless. â€¢

Deep-hole cuts (eliminates work hardening). â€¢ Lathe and

mill work (fluid clings to work). â€¢ Pipe threading. Highly

effective for all cuts on all metals. Especially suited for high-

nickel alloys, inconel, stainless, titanium and other hard

metals up to 45 RC.

Download PDF here.

SKU Option Part # Price

8703699 TAP70016E $55

Model

Type Cutting Fluid

SKU 8703699

Part Number TAP70016E

Barcode 662387700166

Brand Tap Magic

Size 472ml

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg

23 Exhibition Drive, Malaga Western Australia

Monday - Friday 7am-5pm + Sat 8am-4pm

Sales Centre for Sales, Advice + Orders

T +61 8 9209 7400

hello@beyondtools.com
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